
Recovery Moments 2017 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

A New Beginning is not just for starting over it's also about completing a task.  Today is the beginning of 

year 2 for 'Recovery Moments". None of it would have been possible without you so thank you for being 

a part of this journey. 

 

Because of those who have desired encouragement in recovery and came along for the launch of this 

message, others have been reached.  With your help even more can be reached.  Please share this 

encouragement message with others.  Encourage them to join in on the journey by having them sign up 

for it if it has helped you. 

 

Wednesday January 11, 2017 

 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! For those who started their recovery around the time this message launched... You 

have a year of recovery! It isn't easy but it is one moment at a time.  Remember never to get too far 

ahead of yourself. Also remember that going backward only serves to feed into our past as what we are 

when not is what we were. 

 

Thursday January 12, 2017 

 

A Moment is all it takes to add up to a day then a week and finally a year.  Take recovery one moment at 

a time and achieve more in the moment than you realize. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

While strength comes from within, will comes from round about.  Trying to do something on your own 

with sheer will often leads to a far more difficult process. Remembering that you have the will and it is 

made stronger with the help of others who also have the will can make everything more achievable. 

 

Friday January 13, 2017 

 

Yesterday was my 4th Wedding anniversary but I didn't do it alone because it takes both of us to have 

an anniversary.  Recovery is like that too. We can make it through time but without the support of 

others it is far harder to do.  Remember that each moment of time is not one you are in alone. 

 

Saturday January 14, 2017 

 

The courage to be 'clean' is not something that we do for others but for ourselves. This dos not mean we 

do it alone. It is our journey but it is not one to be taken alone.  Let others walk with you. 

 

Sunday January 15, 2017 

 

While recovery has benefits for a person individually, It is most appreciated when it is shared with other 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Being a Fan of football (green Bay Packers of the NFL), I am reminded by the game of a key thought for 

recovery:  Never Give Up!  When we get down and feel the urge to return to old behaviors we need to 

remember that if we stay focused it can make a difference. 

 

Monday January 16, 2017 

 

Even if you are doing well remember that getting lax on our focus can make things hard again.  

Remember to stay in recovery no matter what comes your way. 



 

Tuesday January 17, 2017 

 

Recovery is a lifetime practice.  Remember to get back to it if you falter.  A slip doesn't mean the end 

unless you stop trying. 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

As we prepare for a changing world we sometimes forget that without change we would not have a 

chance at recovery. 

 

Wednesday January 18, 2017 

 

Recovery is changing every moment into a new opportunity to be better than the one before. 

Remember that the moment you are in is the moment that matters. 

 

Thursday January 19, 2017 

 

Recovery is not an instant fix but it is an ongoing process. Fight for remission in this moment so that 

recovery can be seen in the moment ahead of you. 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Asthma and colds can really take their toll on people. It is much like those early days of recovery in that 

the battle is moment to moment.  The past few days I have been sick but know that it will pass. When I 

started recovery it was hard to see a better day. Once I started looking for a better now it started 

happening. 

 

Friday January 20, 2017 

 

Remember that the pain of early recovery (or moments of temptation) will get better. We must focus on 

the moment we are in to get to the moments we will be in. 



 

Saturday January 21, 2017 

 

Fight for the moment rather than for the past or future. It's the only moment you can control right now. 

 

Sunday January 22, 2017 

 

Sometimes getting help is better than going it alone.  As with a cold that gets worse sometimes a second 

opinion helps avoid the pain of worse situations. Seek help. 

 

 

 

  

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

On Friday the USA Installed a new President.  Not everyone will agree with this new leader but change is 

not always about agreement. 

 

In addiction we don't always agree with what others in recovery tell us but we still should listen and take 

heed of the message.  It may have value later. 

 

Monday January 23, 2017 

 

Recovery isn't about being right or wrong but about changing our direction.  Remember that doing the 

same thing you were doing led you into a hole.  Be willing to try making a change. 

 

 

 

 



Tuesday January 24, 2017 

 

To travel down the same dead end road is to end up in the same gutter we were in the last time.  Try 

finding a new road and be willing to change the route if you start seeing a dead end ahead. 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

I've been limited by sickness the past week but I find myself wondering if addiction is limiting when we 

start recovery.  Starting recovery is a treatment process that causes changes in what we do.  It sets new 

limits on us as we try to change our addict ways. 

 

Wednesday January 25, 2017 

 

Remember that being limited in our addiction is different than the limits we have when we start 

recovery.  It is the process of knowing what 'poison' tastes like and getting accustom to taking the 

antidote instead. 

 

Thursday January 26, 2017 

 

Recovery is 'changing our 'eating habits' to help us grow more healthy 'one bite at a time'. 

Remember not to bite off too much at one time so you can keep recovery going. 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Often we feel alone in recovery. It's as if we are on a journey with our own worst self tagging along.  It 

get's better.  Each day is new and fresh, if we allow it to be. 

 

Friday January 27, 2017 

 

Don't hang out in the past because it isn't going to be any different than it was the first time.  Remember 

that our present is the best present we can have if we are in it. 



 

Saturday January 28, 2017 

 

Each moment is one that we can share with someone else if we are willing. Invite someone to 'come 

along'. 

 

Sunday January 29, 2017 

 

Remember to be where you are because you can't get better where you were.  Recovery is the present 

moment and being in it gives tomorrow a better outlook than being in yesterday. 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

If you think you are alone you might be looking in the wrong place. In recovery we become a family. Just 

as adoption gives a child a new family so recovery gives us new 'siblings', 'cousins', 'parents' and even 

'children'.  Remember that you have become special to others and they can be special to you too! 

 

Monday January 30, 2017 

 

When you feel alone remember your recovery family.  Even if they are not sitting next to you they are 

still there. 

 

Tuesday January 31, 2017 

 

Family doesn't mean they will always agree with you or that you will always agree with them.  It means 

you have someone to listen to and to listen to you.  Remember to be good listeners and also willing to 

be heard when needed. 

 

 

 



"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Have you ever heard someone say "I was sorry to hear..."?  What do they mean when they say that to 

you? Does it feel sincere?  Recovery is like that. People sometimes question our sincerity and we get 

upset.  Remember that it was us who set the questioning in motion. Be patient it takes time to get trust 

back. 

 

Wednesday February 1, 2017 

 

I was sorry to hear that you were sick is a message I recently received.  It seemed genuine but then I was 

reminded of what I had done in the past and began to feel like I deserved to have my asthma beating me 

down. I almost stopped taking the medicine. Then I realized how important it was to keep going and 

fight through it.   

 

That's recovery.  Remember that you need to keep doing things to get better even when it doesn't seem 

like you deserve it. 

 

Thursday February 2, 2017 

 

When you are at a meeting or meet someone in recovery who has relapsed are you ready to help? Just 

as you need treatment with the help of others, so others need you too. 

 

 

 

A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Each breath is a new one so make the beat of it. 

 

Friday February 3, 2017 

 

Remember to focus on this breath in this moment it is the key to the next moment. 

 



Saturday February 4, 2017 

 

This moment only happens because the one before it was kept in focus. 

 

Sunday February 5, 2017 

 

By keeping your focus on this moment the next will be possible. Remember to be present now so that 

you can see the moment yet to be. 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

As you might notice from time to time I have spelling errors in the message. It reminds me that I am not 

perfect and need to be ever vigilant when it comes to my addiction.  Remember to be vigilant in this 

moment because you cant get to far ahead of right now without forgetting the moment. 

 

Monday February 6, 2017 

 

Past mistakes are not a determination that we won't make more but rather a reminder that we should 

focus on what we can change. We can only change this moment. Nothing that has already happened can 

be changed.  Focusing on today helps remind us that it can change tomorrow for the better. 

 

Tuesday February 7, 2017 

 

In this moment I am clean and that means everything. 

 

 

 

 

 



"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Life is about putting one foot in front of the other. When we deviate from the process we often trip, 

sometimes stumble and occasionally fall.  Remember that each step of recovery matters. 

 

Wednesday February 8, 2017 

 

Don't walk backward. You can't see where you're going only where you have been. 

 

Thursday February 9, 2017 

 

Being original only applies to the process not to the problem.  If you have an addiction then it only 

means you need to find the process to get recovery.  Remember that addiction may have different 

forms but it is all addiction. 

 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Each moment is part of a day and each day has a name and is assigned a date. So save the date. 

Remember each clean day as a part of your 'calendar of recovery'. 

 

Friday February 10, 2017 

 

Today is a day of recovery if you remember that each moment is a blessing. Remember that each day is 

special but only today is the one you are in. 

 

Saturday February 11, 2017 

 

Share the day with someone even if they don't know it. Each day we are clean is part of millions of other 

people's day of recovery and together it is decades! 



 

Sunday February 12, 2017 

 

Would you go 'on tour' if your recovery was part of it? It could make all the difference for people who 

hear your story. 

 

 

  

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

This morning I remember words of yesterday's Sermon. It has great meaning for recovery and for those 

going through tough times.  Here it is:  "Perception Yields Behavior. Behavior Yields Destiny." 

 

Think about the reality of that for a moment. and then consider the day's thought. 

 

Monday February 13, 2017 

 

In the winter we see dead trees, brown grass and what appears to be a dreary appearance.  Consider 

this... The 'dreary' brings forth beauty in spring.  Remember that what we perceive as 'dreary' is really 

beauty being created.  It is up to us to Perceive more than what we see because it will change what we 

know to be the behavior. It will change what we perceive as our destiny if we let it. 

 

Tuesday February 14, 2017 

 

Remember our perception can change our behavior which will change what we perceive as our destiny.  

Look deeper to perceive what is beyond the past and below the surface.  It may well be a different path 

than what we think. 

 

 

 



"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Yesterday was Valentine's Day, yet for recovery every day can be.  As we gain time in recovery we work 

to love ourselves more and others learn to love us again. 

 

Wednesday February 15, 2017 

 

Recovery is not a quick fix but it is an act of love and self-respect. 

 

Thursday February 16, 2017 

 

A slow look at where we are can keep us from looking back at where we were. 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Every day is new and yesterday is past. Make the best of the new day.  Change is inevitable the 

difference is in how we handle it. 

 

Friday February 17, 2017 

 

Since yesterday is over why not focus on today? It really can make all the difference. 

 

Saturday February 18, 2017 

Tomorrow hasn't happened yet so how about letting today be the moment you're in? Remember that 

tomorrow isn't getting here until today is lived through. 

Sunday February 19, 2017 

 

A new week begins with today. Let yourself be in it so that you will experience it. 

 



"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Remember that you are a leader too. It is important that your recovery is part of the 'fabric' of people in 

recovery world wide. You are not alone in this journey and neither are those around you. 

 

Monday February 20, 2017 

 

In recovery we can become something more than a statistic if we are willing to be there for and with 

others in recovery.  

 

Tuesday February 21, 2017 

 

Recovery is more than just a moment of recovery.  It's a path of discovery.  Remember you are on a 

journey not a short trip.  Start each day with the reminder that you are not alone. 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

When recovery begins we think we are alone.  As time goes forward we realize we are not unique in our 

path only in the path to get there. 

 

Wednesday February 22, 2017 

 

Remembering we are not alone is a gift.  Remember that you are part of a bigger picture in each 

moment. Each moment of recovery is part of a community of recovery.  It means our moment is part of 

decades if not millennia of clean time... One moment at a time! 

 

Thursday February 23, 2017 

 

The reason each moment matters is because it is one we walk with so many others. Keep focused on 

this moment and you can get to the next one. 



  

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Recovery is change. It isn't going to be perfect but it will be different every day.  Allow yourself to make 

mistakes because it makes recovery real. 

 

Friday February 24, 2017 

 

Remember that this moment matters because you are in recovery and not because it is perfect.  Even 

troubles can help make recovery better if you look for the lesson in them. 

 

Saturday February 25, 2017 

 

Pain is normal and addiction is avoidance.  One can help you grow and the other can kill you. 

 

Sunday February 26, 2017 

 

Remember that this moment is different than the one before it and the one yet to come.  Allow yourself 

to be in this unique moment. 

 

 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

We were once 'slaves' to our addiction but now we fight back. Life will not always be great but it doesn't 

have to be like it was either. Remember to live as addicts who are free from their addiction. Work to let 

go of the past but hold onto the reason that it can't be part of your today. 

 



Monday February 27, 2017 

 

Recovery may have bumps in the road or be difficult but we can find new beginnings. 

 

Tuesday February 28, 2017 

 

Remember to 'taste' recovery. It can become a great reminder that even when bad things happen we 

can endure. 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Celebrations are good if they are for a good reason.  Each day is a new day of recovery and when we 

reach those events where the moments have added up to a year it is joyous. 

 

Wednesday March 1, 2017 

 

Each year clean is one more year away from our addiction. Time matters and it is achieved one moment 

at a time. 

 

Thursday March 2, 2017 

 

Recovery is best done in the company of others heading the same way.  'It takes two to tango' decide to 

tango in recovery rather in addiction. 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Remember that even when things are not going well you are still cared about.  Going through tough 

times is when you can lean on others who are going through things too. Even if it isn't exactly the same. 

 



Friday March 3, 2017 

 

Yesterday I just couldn't understand why everything was going poorly. First Asthma attacks, then setting 

off the alarm system 6 times in 5 minutes. When the security company called to check on me it was both 

embarrassing and funny.   

Remember that when things go bad there is a way to look at it through different eyes. 

 

Saturday March 4, 2017 

 

Recovery is not always perfect but it is better than the alternative. 

 

Sunday March 5, 2017 

 

If you’re always looking back at the past you will never see the gift of the present. 

 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

In recovery we sometimes forget the 'sickness' we had that is called addiction.  Remember that to get 

better we must first realize the importance of completing the 'treatment'.  I was diagnosed yesterday 

with bronchitis aggravated by my Asthma.  I need to take care of my Asthma while dealing with the 

Bronchitis. One requires lifelong treatment while the other is short term. The problem is that if I only 

treat one without treating the other both could get worse. 

 

Monday March 6, 2017 

 

Treatment for addiction is a lifelong process and needs to be treated for the rest of a person's life. Don't 

forget to keep treating it as such. 

 

 



Tuesday March 7, 2017 

 

A relapse is temporary but still needs treatment. It can't be ignored in the process of treating the long 

term condition. Nor can the treatment for addiction be forgotten as a part of treating the process of 

treating the relapse.  Both need to be treated equally and as prescribed 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Follow Up appointments are often necessary just like keeping going with 'treatment'.  Remember that it 

isn't about what you did but rather what you do about it today that matters. 

 

Wednesday March 8, 2017 

 

Recovery is recognizing you failed and getting back up to try again.  Failure is not an option. Keep getting 

up and doing better than the day before.  

 

Thursday March 9, 2017 

 

To fail is never to try again. In addiction we kept trying to avoid what could be.  Now we keep trying to 

find what can be in what is today.  Remember to get back up and keep moving forward because that is 

the true success in life. 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Being where you are is not always pleasant but it can always get better. The power went out several 

hours ago and is not expected back on for a few days but it could be worse.  Remember that your 

recovery is not going to be perfect and troubles will come your way. It's how you approach them that 

will matter most. 

 

 



Friday March 10, 2017 

 

We are powerless against our addiction but not when it comes to the support we have available.  Reach 

out when things are hard and you will not be alone in the hardship. 

 

Saturday March 11, 2017 

 

Recovery is not a solo process. Reaching for the hand of another makes the process better. 

 

Sunday March 12, 2017 

 

Being warm is more than the heat in your home. Remember that recovery is a heat source when you 

reach out to be a part of the group traveling with you. 

 

 

  

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Did your clock have the right time yesterday morning? If not you might have been late for an event. In 

recovery there is a similar situation. My real question for you is are you in the right moment today? 

Check your focus if you get caught a moment behind right now. 

 

Monday March 13, 2017 

 

Some days we just seem to be a step behind where we should be. If this happens remember it is about 

this moment and if we need to step up to get to it then it's a reminder not to lag back into relapse 

because it is behind us. 

 

 

 



Tuesday March 14, 2017 

 

We sometimes find ourselves in our own 'dog house' and beat ourselves up over it.  Remember you are 

human and mistakes happen. Accept it and move forward so the past doesn't 'dog' you. This moment 

matters. 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

At times we see the scars of the past and focus on those scars. It is fine to remember them but living as 

if they are open and infecting our lives today can only hurt us more.  Remember that they can remind us 

but that we should avoid reopening the wound. 

 

Wednesday March 15, 2017 

 

A past pain reminds us where we were but should never be allowed to drag us back to the past.  

Remember the pain but focus on the healing. 

 

Thursday March 16, 2017 

 

A scar is meant to be a lesson not an infection. Remember the lesson but don't dwell on it in a way that 

makes it new. 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

As spring approaches we find ourselves seeing warm weather coming. The question is will we let 

ourselves be drawn back to old actions?  Remember that like spring we are heading into days of bright 

hope. 

 

 

 



Friday March 17, 2017 

 

When an opportunity arises it is important to remember that recovery is the better option. Take hold of 

the moment that’s clean and let the chance of going back wither. 

 

Saturday March 18, 2017 

 

Consider the change in your pocket. It is what you've achieved since starting recovery.  Better to keep it 

than lose it today. 

 

Sunday March 19, 2017 

 

Recovery can only get better if you keep moving forward on the path it takes you on. 

 

 

"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

Being alone in recovery is not looking around you. Remember that even though you may not see a 

person around you who is in recovery, they are there. 

 

Monday March 20, 2017 

 

In the morning I remember that there are others who are recovering around the world.  Remember you 

are not alone. 

 

Tuesday March 21, 2017 

 

Change happens but it doesn't mean that things get worse. In our addiction we look for the next 'shoe to 

drop' so we can have an excuse to go back to it.  Recovery means looking for our shoes to put them on 

instead. 

 



"A Recovery Moment starts when You wake up and only ends if you change it." 

 

In this moment you are part of more than your own clean time. You are part of millions of others clean 

time too. Continue to be a part of the decades clean one moment at a time! 

 

Wednesday March 22, 2017 

 

Being in recovery doesn't mean you are cured but it also doesn't mean you have not accomplished 

something. You are part of the bigger story of recovery every moment you are in it. 

 

Thursday March 23, 3017 

 

Recovery is something you do for you, but being in recovery means you are not alone. 

 

 

 


